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ABSTRACT
Many critical infrastructures (CIs) rely on cloud services
(e.g., email) for their daily operations. However, these CIs
typically have limited insight into the security status of the
paths that their traffic might follow across the Internet to
reach their cloud provider’s infrastructures. For example, a CI
might not know that their traffic passes throughAutonomous
Systems (ASes) that do not implement Route Origin Valida-
tion (ROV). As a result, the CI is vulnerable to prefix hijacks,
which can render the cloud operator unavailable to the CI
or breach the confidentiality and integrity of the CI’s data.
To provide such insights, we develop a generic method that
finds plausible paths from one AS to another and identifies to
what extent the ASes on the path support ROV. We use our
method for a case study to find secure paths from four CIs in
the Netherlands to Microsoft mail, which many CIs use. We
use Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing data from four
route collectors in the Netherlands in combination with the
ROV scores of the ASes. Our analysis shows the existence of
multiple fully ROV-protected paths from the four CIs to Mi-
crosoft among a larger set of partially ROV-protected paths.
Our case study also shows that implementing ROV fully by
the immediate upstream providers of CIs would result in
an increase in the number of fully ROV-protected paths by
72.5% on average.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network measurement; • Security and
privacy → Network security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the European Commission, “critical infrastruc-
tures (CIs) consist of those physical and information tech-
nology facilities, networks, services, and assets which, if
disrupted or destroyed, have a serious impact on the health,
safety, and security or economic well-being of citizens or
the effective functioning of the governments in the Member
States” [6]. Examples of CIs are facilities for national trans-
port, distribution and production of electricity, oil, and gas,
drinking water supply, and financial services [8]. Like many
enterprises in the European Union (EU), CIs rely heavily on
email services provided by hypergiants such asMicrosoft and
Google [3, 33], which is a development that even hit themain-
stream news in the Netherlands recently [28]. For example,
ING Bank, KPN (a big telecom operator in the Netherlands),
and Schiphol Airport (the main international airport of the
Netherlands) depend on Microsoft Mail.

As a result, CIs have a strong need for secure paths across
the Internet to their cloud-based email service, which often
involves multiple Autonomous Systems (ASes) collabora-
tively forwarding traffic from the CI to the cloud operator
and vice versa. We argue that for a path to be secure, it is
important that all ASes on that path are secure. However,
finding such fully secured paths is a problem for two rea-
sons. First, a source AS (e.g., a CI’s AS) does not know all
the available paths to a particular destination (e.g., Microsoft
mail) because ASes might filter Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) route advertisement messages by forwarding routes
to a selection of their BGP peers rather than to all of them.
This is known as “selective announcement” and is based on
an individual AS’ traffic engineering policies [15, 35]. Sec-
ond, a source AS does not know if paths are fully secure or
not because there is no mechanism to measure the security
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status of the overall path based on the security of the ASes
on the path.
In this paper, we address the problem of finding fully se-

cure paths in terms of their Route Origin Validation (ROV) [4]
status. ROV is an example of a routing security metric that
has become a more widely deployed solution compared to
ASPA and BGPSec to secure BGP in recent years. The intu-
ition behind ROV is that it validates the signatures of the
address space that ASes announce, thus preventing BGP
prefix hijacks. These are common incidents on the Internet
and have been used to attack payment systems [25], steal
crypto-currency [26], disrupt traffic [16], and create DDoS
attacks [17]. Finding fully ROV-protected paths is important
because prior research [11, 20] shows that an AS that does
not implement ROV can cause ASes that do implement ROV
on a path to be a victim of BGP prefix hijacking.

We address the following research questions:

• Given a CI (source AS), what is the number of fully
and partially ROV-protected paths through which the
CI can connect to its cloud provider (destination AS)
and what are the path lengths in terms of AS hops?

• What is the effect of a CI’s upstream provider im-
plementing ROV fully on the number of fully ROV-
protected paths that the CI has at its disposal?

We address these questions by developing a measurement
methodology and by applying it in a case study to find ROV-
protected paths between four CIs in the Netherlands (e.g., a
water supply company and a bank) and Microsoft Mail.

We make the following two contributions:

• We find paths from a source AS to a destination AS
by analyzing a month of data from BGP RIBs (Routing
Information Bases) using four route collectors in the
Netherlands and show the security status of each path
by calculating their ROV scores. We calculate the ROV
status of each AS on the path using ROVista API [20]
to show the security status of the paths. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to calculate the security
status of a path in combination with path-finding.

• For our case study, we show that implementing ROV
fully by the upstream provider of two CIs results in
an additional 14 and 9 ROV-protected paths which
corresponds to an increase of 72.5% in ROV-protected
paths.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 provides background information about BGP and ROV. We
discuss related work in Section 3 and introduce our method-
ology in Section 4. We present our case study in the Nether-
lands in Section 5, and discuss our findings and limitations
in Section 6. We end with conclusions and future work in
Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide a brief overview of how BGP
works, how ROV helps prevent routing attacks, and why
having all the ASes implementing ROV on a path is crucial.
We use Figure 1 as an example involving two paths that we
found using our path-finding method (see Section 4).

2.1 Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
BGP is the routing protocol that provides information on
how to reach a particular destination (prefix) on the Internet.
ASes use BGP to exchange routing information with each
other. Figure 1 shows an example of a BGP route for prefix
52.96.0.0/12 (Microsoft Mail) , which is 15625 19905 6453 3257
8075 (path 2). AS8075 originates the announcement for the
route, which it forwards to its neighbors (AS3257). AS3257
stores it in its routing table and forwards it to the next hop
AS (AS6453), and so forth until it reaches the CI’s AS (15625).
Each AS on the path forwards a route to its neighbors ac-
cording to its routing policy, which may prefer to only send
the advertisement for 52.96.0.0/12 to its selected neighbors.
In the opposite direction, ASes use a BGP route to forward
their traffic. In our example, the data that AS19905 forwards
to AS8075 will go through ASes 6453 3257 8075.

2.2 Route Origin Validation (ROV)
BGP lacks built-in security. For example, in Figure 1, an at-
tacker (AS1000) falsely claims itself as an owner of prefix
52.96.0.0/12 and announces amore specific prefix 52.101.0.0/16.
This type of behavior where an AS illicitly announces an IP
prefix owned by another AS is referred to as a BGP prefix hi-
jack. To protect themselves against this type of attack, ASes
can implement ROV. ROV uses the Resource Public Key In-
frastructure (RPKI) [18] to create a cryptographically signed
record of an AS Number (ASN) and an IP prefix, known as a
Route Origin Authorization (ROA) [19]. An AS implements
ROV-based filtering if it checks the ROA and drops an illicit
IP prefix (RPKI-invalid prefix) originated by an AS.

We illustrate the importance of having all ASes on a path
implementing ROV through Figure 1, which shows two
possible paths through which AS15625 (CI) can forward
its traffic toward AS8075 (Microsoft Mail): path1 [15625,
19905, 6453, 4755, 8075] and path2 [15625, 19905, 6453, 3257,
8075]. Here, all the ASes except AS4755 (red border) imple-
ment ROV filtering and they can filter out the fake routes.
When the attacker (AS1000) announces a more specific prefix
52.101.0.0/16, AS4755 stores two routes: 52.96.0.0/12 (from
AS8075) and 52.101.0.0/16 (from AS1000), and forwards them
to AS6453. AS6453 subsequently discards the route with AS
path [4755 1000] as AS6453 implements ROV and therefore
knows that the path is a fake path. As a result, it stores only
the path [4755 8075]. Now, when the data traffic with email
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Figure 1: Collateral damage: Although only one
AS (AS4755) does not implement ROV, Path1 is prone
to prefix hijacking and is unsafe. So, it is crucial that
all ASes on a path implement ROV.

messages fromAS15625 is en route to Microsoft Mail’s server
IP (e.g., 52.101.73.6), AS6453 will likely forward traffic toward
AS4755 rather than to AS3257. This is because AS4755 is a
customer of AS6453 and AS6453’s routing policies will usu-
ally prefer sending traffic to customers rather than to peers
as carrying a customer’s traffic has a monetary benefit for
an AS. Since AS4755 does not implement ROV, it cannot dis-
tinguish the fake route (to AS1000) from the genuine one (to
AS8075) and will likely forward the traffic to the attacker’s
network (AS1000) because the attacker is announcing a more
specific prefix (/16) than the genuine one (/12). AS6453 could
however choose the path through AS3257 (Path2) if it knew
AS3257 was ROV-protected. This example shows that even if
an AS deploys ROV, it can remain vulnerable to BGP hijacks,
which is known as collateral damage [11, 20]. The solution
is that all ASes on its path implement ROV.

3 RELATEDWORK
We report on related work on finding paths and their security
status.
Path finding. Most of the studies on path-finding such

as [7, 21, 22, 24, 34] focus on the quality of service (QoS) like
packet loss, latency, and the shortest path. For example, the
methods from Li et al. [21, 22] have some similarities to our
path finding method as they also use AS paths of the BGP
RIBs data collected by the route collectors. Their goal was to
display the best path in terms of QoS parameters, whereas we
look to find the security status of the paths. Their approach
might result in a large number of unnecessary paths that take
longer to process because they also consider multiple origin

ASes (MOAs). However, for our case study, we focus on the
Microsoft-originated prefix that is used for mail servers and
is not a MOA. Similarly, [27] finds AS paths that are the
shortest and conform with AS relationships in an AS graph
obtained from BGP tables at multiple vantage points. They
developed a method to infer AS relationships and find paths
in the “wild” without a clear application goal of their path
inferring method and without considering any particular
ASes as source and destination. This is unlike our study, in
which we focus on finding paths and the ROV status of paths
from a specific source to a destination AS. Also, our method
is based on CAIDA’s AS relationship data which is widely
used in related research. Tao et al. [34] provide a theoretical
basis for stitching paths from multiple AS paths. If there is
more than one stitched path, they consider only the shortest
one. Unlike them, our method considers all the paths. Cunha
et al. [7] propose a system, called Sibyl which infers differ-
ent levels of Internet paths using active measurement from
probes around the globe, but their method is constrained by
the number of probes.
Finding the security status of paths. Alizadeh and

Oprea analyze the dependency of Dutch CIs on foreign regis-
tered ASes at the AS level [1]. They leverage the BGP routes
originated by an ASN, ignoring valley-free conditions and
not inferring paths from a source to a destination. Another
study [14] detects the forged paths in an AS path whenever a
new link appears. However, their method does not show the
overall path security status from a source to a destination.
Our study thus differs from prior work in that we find

the feasible paths based on passive measurement data (BGP
data) and use this information to assess the ROV status of
the paths.

4 METHODOLOGY
We devise a four-step methodology to identify potential
paths from a source AS to a destination AS and assess the
ROV of the identified paths: (i) path collecting, (ii) path stitch-
ing, (iii) path sanitizing, and (iv) security scoring.

4.1 Path collecting
We choose the public route collectors from the projects RIPE
RIS and Route views to collect BGP routes from source ASes
to destination ASes. Out of around 70 collectors located
throughout the world, we chose the collectors based in the
Netherlands: rrc00, rrc03, rrc25, and route-views.amsix. The
reason is that when we perform traceroutes to Microsoft
Mail using 300 different RIPE Atlas probes that are based in
different locations within the Netherlands, we see Microsoft
routers located in Amsterdam as the first hop of the Mi-
crosoft network (AS8075). As the source and destination are
in the same geographic location and the study [31] shows
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that route collectors are biased toward the location, it hints
that the collectors located in the Netherlands capture most
of the BGP data and meet our purpose of path-finding.
For a CI’s AS, we look for all its BGP announcements

while for Microsoft we look for BGP announcements with
the prefix 52.96.0.0/12. In this way, we have two types of
paths as seen from the route collectors: from the CI’s AS to
the route collectors and from Microsoft’s AS to the route
collectors. For example, Figure 2 is a real example show-
ing the two paths towards the route collector 2: 6453 19905
15625 (Path1, CI originated for any prefix) and 6453 3257 8075
(Path2, Microsoft originated for prefix 52.96.0.0/12).

4.2 Path stitching
We create an undirected graph from the two types of paths
which we obtain from path collecting step (see Section 4.1).
The ASNs are the nodes in the graph and ASes on the AS path
form the edges. For example, for path 6453 3257 8075 (path1 in
Figure 2), we form a graph with corresponding ASNs and two
edges (8075, 3257), (3257, 6453). Similarly, for 6453 19905 15625
(path2), we create additional nodes in the original graph with
corresponding ASNs and two edges (15625, 19905), (19905,
6453).

The common node between the two paths is AS6453. This
is a vantage point that dumps routing data to the route col-
lectors and is a stitching point for us to join the two paths.
In our example, we join the two paths (8075, 3257), (3257,
6453) and 6453 19905 15625 into [15625 19905 6453 3257 8075].
We use the “NetworkX” module of Python for forming this
graph and the paths [13]. NetworkX uses a modified version
of the depth-first search algorithm to find all the paths in the
graph without repeating the nodes [30].

Dumps
BGP data

Route collectors
(RIPE RIS and Routeviews)

Path1: 15625 19905 6453

AS15625

Path2: 8075 3257 6453

52.96.0.0/12

Critical Infrastructure

AS19905

AS6453 AS6453

Dumps
BGP data

AS3257

AS8075

Microsoft mail service

Figure 2: Path collecting and stitching: As AS6453 is
a common AS in two paths (path1 and path2), it is a
stitching node that stitches two paths two form a new
path: 15625 19905 6453 3257 8075.

4.3 Path sanitizing
For the existence of two-way paths from a source AS to a
destination AS, the prefix originating from one of these ASes
should be able to reach the other AS. Hence, a stitched AS
path may not be a valid path without checking that condition.
This condition is described as Gao Rexford’s model for route
export [10], which defines the following three rules:
(1) Routes learned from customers are exported to any

providers or peers.
(2) Routes learned from providers are exported only to

customers.
(3) Routes learned from peers are exported only to cus-

tomers.
For example, a provider AS charges its customer AS for

forwarding the customer’s BGP routes. So, a provider AS
forwards customer routes to all its BGP peers.
Underpinning the above-mentioned rules is a concept

called “valley-free routing”, proposed by Gao [9]. This con-
cept states that an AS path cannot traverse a customer-to-
provider or peer-to-peer edge after traversing a provider-
to-customer or peer-to-peer edge. If all the ASes set their
route export policy accordingly, then the AS path in any
BGP routing table entry is valley-free. Hence as a first step
of path sanitization step, we check the relationship between
ASes on the stitched path using CAIDA AS Rank API [2]
which considers the following three types of relationships
between two ASes: Customer to Provider (C2P), Provider to
Customer (P2C), and Peer to Peer (P2P). Then the second
step of path sanitization is to check if the following three
conditions hold for valley-free routing in the stitched paths:
(1) At most one P2P link exists in the path;
(2) A P2C link must not be followed by a C2P or P2P link;
(3) A P2P link must not be followed by C2P link.
We consider a path to be valid if it meets the above valley-

free conditions. In the example of Figure 2, the relationships
between the ASes of the newly formed stitched path [15625
19905 6453 3257 8075] are [C2P, C2P, P2P, P2C], as determined
by CAIDA’s AS rank. This path satisfies the valley-free con-
dition and is therefore valid.

4.4 Security scoring
The final step is security scoring. For this purpose, we get
the ROV scores of ASes on valid paths from the ROVista
API [20]. Our ROV values are based those of 14 March 2024
because ROVista conducts active scans daily, resulting in
slight fluctuations in the ROV score over time. The main
reason for choosing ROVista is that it determines the score
based on the number of RPKI-invalid prefixes reachable by an
AS, which is a data plane-basedmeasurement. The ROV score
varies from 0% to 100%. A higher ROV score suggests that
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(c) AS40985 (Eneco energy).
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(d) AS15916 (ABN-Amro Bank).

Figure 3: Number of paths for different numbers of AS hops between the four CIs and Microsoft mail service.

the AS filters more RPKI-invalid prefixes. So, implementing
ROV fully by an AS means that AS has ROV score of 100%.
While there might be multiple ways of computing the ROV
status of a path, we choose the following simplified approach
for computing the ROV score of a path in our study:
(1) Determine the ROV scores of each AS on an AS path;
(2) If an AS on the path has an ROV score of zero, the

ROV of the whole path is zero;
(3) If an AS on the path has an ROV score of “NA”, then

the ROV score of the path is “NA”.
(4) Otherwise, the ROV score is the lowest ROV scores of

the ASes on the path.

5 CASE STUDY IN THE NETHERLANDS
We use our method 1 of path finding and identifying the ROV
status of the paths to answer our two research questions.

Critical infrastructures. We selected four CI companies
in the Netherlands for our case study: two banks (AS15625
and AS15916), a drinking water supplier (AS56517), and an
energy company (AS40985). We choose these companies
based on the following two criteria: (i) the company owns
an ASN and IP prefixes, and (ii) it uses Microsoft for its mail
service.

We determine mail providers of the four companies using
the approach developed by Liu et al. [23], in which they map
domain names to mail service providers using data from
MX records, Banner/EHLO messages, and TLS certificates.
We look for the IP addresses shown in those domains’ MX
records. Next, we find the corresponding matching prefix
originated by Microsoft by examining the BGP updates data
collected by route collectors of RouteViews and RIPE RIS.
We find that the prefix of Microsoft Mail is 52.96.0.0/12 and
Microsoft’s AS (AS8075) originates it. So, for our case study, a
source AS is an AS of one of the four CIs, and the destination
AS is AS8075.

Analysis of ROV-protected paths. We find that the
total number of paths from the four CIs (AS15625, AS56517,

1https://github.com/shyamkkhadka/anrw_path_security_insights.

AS40985, and AS15916) to AS8075 is 8192, 202, 236, and 201
at a maximum distance of 4 AS hops, respectively. AS15625
has the highest number of paths which might be because it
is a multi-homed AS with four providers according to the
CAIDA AS rank. More providers means more ways that an
AS gets BGP routes.

Figure 3 shows the breakdown into the number of valid
paths, fully ROV-protected paths (100% ROV), ROV-unprotected
paths (0% ROV), and ROV status unknown paths (NA ROV).
We find that AS15625 and AS56517 have 12 and 2 fully ROV-
protected paths respectively at an AS path length of 3 hops;
8 and 1 paths at an AS path length of 2 hops, but do not
have any 100% ROV paths when the AS path is more than
3 hops long. For AS15625, we find two valid paths having
an ROV score of 92.85%, one of which is 2 hops away and
the other is 3 hops away from the source. Also, there exists
a greater number of ROV-unprotected (40) paths compared
to fully ROV-protected paths (20) in total for a maximum
path length of 3 AS hops. For the case of AS56517, there exist
10 ROV-unprotected paths and 3 ROV-protected paths for a
maximum path length of 3 AS hops. This shows that there
is quite a significant number of paths that are prone to BGP
prefix hijacking, which is a risk for the CI’s mail traffic as it
might take these paths toward their mail server at Microsoft.
Increasing the number of ROV-protected paths.We

find two CIs (AS40985 and AS15916) that do not have any
paths with 100% ROV. This is because AS40985 has only one
upstream provider through which it connects to the Internet
and that provider does not implement ROV. However, all
other ASes that are on the valid paths from AS40985 have a
100% ROV score. So, if AS40985’s provider would implement
ROV, then AS40985 would have all of its 14 valid paths ROV-
protected instead of 0, as shown in Figure 3c. It means the
ROV-percentage of the ROV-protected paths will increase
by 100%.

Similarly, AS15916 has two upstream providers: one with
the ROV score “NA” (upstream 1) and the other has an ROV
score of around 62% (upstream 2). As we take the lowest ROV
scores of ASes on a path, we see 5 paths with ROV score
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61.54% that are 2 hops away (through upstream 2) and 4 other
paths with ROV score 61.54% that are 3 hops away from the
source (through upstream 2). As all the other ASes on those
paths have a 100% ROV score, having a 100% ROV score for
upstream 2 will result in 9 fully ROV-protected paths out
of 20 valid paths. So, the percentage of fully ROV-protected
paths will increase by 45%.

The above results of those two CIs (AS40985 and AS15916)
show that implementing ROV by their upstream providers
increases the number of additional ROV-protected paths:
14 and 9 respectively, which is an increment by 72.5% on
average for both the CIs.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
Our path-finding method and analysis show that some CIs
have fully ROV-protected paths to their email provider (Mi-
crosoft), but that the number of such paths depends on the
CI as well as the AS path length. In addition, the number of
fully ROV-protected paths will also likely change over time
as a result of route changes. Such a longitudinal analysis is
part of our future work.
With CIs having more insight into the ROV security of

their network paths, the next question is how a CI can have
more fully ROV-protected paths. One possibility is that CIs
convince their immediate upstream ASes to implement ROV
fully that would result in a significant increase in the number
of fully ROV-protected paths. We provided a first indication
in Figure 3c, which shows that if the upstream provider of
the CI (AS40985) implements ROV, all 14 valid paths that the
CI has at its disposal will be fully ROV-protected. Similarly,
AS15916will have 9 fully ROV-protected paths if its upstream
provider implements ROV fully as shown in Figure 3d. We
will be studying this topic further, for instance, to develop a
measurement-based metric that indicates which ASes would
have to implement ROV to be most effective.

Table 1: CIs and the unique ASes that are on their valid
paths to Microsoft mail having 100% ROV scores

CI ASN No. of unique ASes No. of valid paths
15625 15 85
56517 10 13
40985 12 14
15916 13 15

Another approach of having more fully ROV-protected
paths for CIs might be that ASes that support ROV form a
group and agree to prefer forwarding traffic amongst each
other, which is similar to a Trust Zone [5].We look for unique
ASes that are on valid paths and have 100% ROV scores
for 4 CIs. As an example of AS15625, Table 1 shows that

there exist 15 unique ASes having 100% ROV scores on 85
different valid paths. If these 15 ASes form a Trust zone to
forward CIs traffic, the number of ROV-protected paths will
increase. However, the number of such paths depends on
their agreement of forwarding traffic among them.
In the future, ASes could also offer such concepts as a

value-added service to their customers along with visualiza-
tions to provide easy insight into paths.

Two limitations of our study are as follows.
(i) For path construction: our method is based on the BGP

data from route collectors, which cannot capture all BGP
routes due to their non-uniform deployment [32]. Another
limitation in path construction is using the AS_PATH at-
tribute of BGP announcements as seen by the route collec-
tors, which could be manipulated. Moreover, our reliance on
the valley-free condition for inferring paths aligns with a
widely accepted norm on the Internet. However, there are
still cases where AS relationships are not valley-free [12].
Finally, some relationships are not captured by the CAIDA
AS relationship dataset [29], which means that we cannot
infer for all paths whether they are valid or not.

(ii) For ROV calculation: we rely on the ROV score from [20],
which currently covers only around 30k ASes. Therefore,
there are many ASes whose scores are “NA”.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have presented a method to find possible paths from an
AS to its destination and used it to compute the ROV security
status of the overall path based on the ROV status of individ-
ual ASes. Although we use our method to find paths from CIs
to Microsoft Mail in the Netherlands, it can be used to assess
the ROV security of paths from any source AS to any destina-
tion ASwith or without a particular destination IP prefix. Our
case study based on CIs in the Netherlands shows that there
are multiple paths that are 100% ROV-protected and multi-
ple others without ROV protection, which might introduce
security risks for CI operators. However, our analysis also
reveals that implementing ROV fully by upstream providers
of CIs will increase the number of fully ROV-protected paths
toward the Microsoft mail service by 72.5% on average.
Our future work includes calculating a path’s security

status based on security metrics other than ROV (e.g., DDoS
protection) , which AS operators could take into account
during decisions in inter-domain routing, and investigating
the effects on path-finding using additional geographically
diverse route collectors.
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